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APPLICATION:

Patient-Centered Casework

Groupe Lacasse presents a complete offering of evolutive furniture and 100%
reconfigurable modular casework solutions designed and manufactured with
exceptional care to cover the full needs of healthcare establishments, from
hospitals to long-term care facilities and clinics of all types.

It is the smartest possible investment for patient-centered casework, and for
other areas such as laboratories, pharmacies, emergency departments and
procedure rooms.
To learn more about Groupe Lacasse healthcare furniture solutions, visit:
www.groupelacasse.com
Lacasse and Neocase are brands that belong to Groupe Lacasse.

1 888 522-2773
www.groupelacasse.com
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Groupe Lacasse products are engineered to exacting specifications, making
it the superior alternative to built-in millwork. In addition to lower ownership
and maintenance costs, it offers the most environmentally responsible
solution available.
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Today’s patient care environments must be welcoming and warm, while being
efficient, flexible, durable, and affordable.
Groupe Lacasse healthcare furniture solutions combine each of these attributes
into a comprehensive package ideally suited for patient care facilities.

EFFICIENT
Thin profile, wall-mounted casework
maximizes use of space.
ATTRACTIVE
Soft contours and appealing finishes
contribute to a sense of patient well-being.

Thermoformed wrapped edges on drawers.

HYGIENIC
Thermoformed fronts are easily cleaned.
Disposables are conveniently positioned.
Water is directed to minimize splash and
moisture accumulation.
VERSATILE
Modular design facilitates change and
adaptation.

Corian counter top with integrated sink and
offset drain.

ATTRACTIVE

DURABLE
Heavy-duty hardware, steel-sided drawers,
and solid joinery ensure a long useful life.
SERVICEABLE
Our industry-leading 25-year warranty and
exceptional dealer service ensure client
satisfaction.

Cut-out storage for gloves.

Exam room
by Neocase

Sink counter for ADA access.

Equipment rail.

Cover: Patient room footwall and nursing station from the Harmoniä collection by Lacasse.
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